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” Generation Wealth: Kan du gætte hvem jeg er”

Hvor
fysisk placering,
adgangsforhold

Louisiana Museum of Modern Art

Hvem
(målgruppe,
begrænsninger,
antal deltagere)

Lavuk Stjerne (Art Class): Around 12 participants (a few of them in
wheelchairs) + helpers + art teacher + Camilla Panting
2 art interpreters from Louisiana
Security guards were instrumental in giving access to a closed
section of the museum and helping with wheelchairs

Hvad
(Indhold)

10:00-10:45 (arrival while museum was closed for the public)
Visit the exhibition Generation Wealth:
- Observation of photos and discussion of symbols of wealth.
- Discussion: Who am I? ; How do I tell the world about me
and what I like with the clothes and accessories I wear?.
10:45- 12:00
Activity at the Children’s Wing:
- Production of “sunglasses” that tell about the person I am
- Role-play wearing costumes
Lunch at “Biograf” (Madpakke + Louisiana-Saftevand)

Hvordan
(metoder og
principper)

We divided the group in 2 and saw different photos.
We distributed two “discussion cards”. One with the prompt “my
favourite colour is” and another one with the text “I like to…”
which included different icons of activities. The instructiors and
the helpers engaged in conversation regarding if we could see
those preferences via visible/physical objects (i.e. clothes, shoes,
etc.)
We made sunglasses that made our identities more visible.
We “played” at being someone else/fancy with the help of
costumes provided by Louisiana

We took our glasses home in some “gold-glimmer” bags made by
Gabriela’s daughter.

Hvormed
(hjælpemidler
eller andet
materiel)

•
•
•

Discussion cards (see photos below)
Eyeglass templates, multiple decorations, glue-gun
Costumes

Hvornår
(tidsramme,
evt. optimal
tidspunkt)

Activity took place on 04 February 2020 from 10:00 to 13:00.

Hvorfor
(formål)
The activity was centered in issues of identity and had also an
element of community building as we learned more about each
other (see attached photos at the end of the document).

Hvorhen
(mål)
Andet

2

Evaluation: There were several participants with wheelchairs.
Next time, add more time for “transport” between exhibition and
the children’s wing. Only one volunteer was present, which also
added to the workload during the workshop. The costume part of
the visit was probably the most festive/happy, and the good mood
prevailed during lunch J
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